List of subsidized agricultural equipment
No
1.

Function of equipment
Tractor and excavator
(Two-wheel and
Caterpillar)

Soil preparation and
cultivation equipment

2.

Machinery and technological equipment
1.1. General-purpose farm tractor
1.2. Special purpose farm tractor
1.3. Universal cultivating tractor
1.4. Mini tractor
1.5. Backhoe loader
2.1. Plough
2.2. Reaper
2.3. Cultivator
2.4. Harrow
2.5. Stone cleaning or stone crunching machine
2.6. Hole digger machine
2.7. Crop residues crunching machine
2.8. Channel-irrigation furrow opening machine
2.9. Block making machine
2.10. Equipment used in dry or wet trimming of crowns of
perennial fruit, berries and tea plants
3.1. Seeding machine
3.2. Combined seeding unit

3.

Sowing and planting
equipment

3.3. Seedling planting machine
3.4. Potato planting machine
3.5. Fruit seedling planting machine and trailer
3.6. Seedling Conveyor
4.1. Cereal combine harvester and header
4.2. Cotton picker, machine and trailer
4.3. Sugar beet combine harvester, machine and trailer
4.4. Potato harvester, machine and trailer

4.

Harvesting equipment,
machinery and trailers

4.5. Vegetable harvesting combine, machine and trailer
4.6. Combined harvester used in orcharding (platform)
4.7. Equipment used to harvest and collect the surface
mass of plants
4.8. Tractor trailer
4.9. Special purpose trailer (animal carrier, medicines and
fertilizer carrier, roll press carrier, multi purpose tanks)

5.

Fertilizer spreading and
preparing machines,
equipment and trailers

5.1. Solid mineral and organic fertilizer spreader
5.2. Liquid mineral and organic fertilizer spreader
5.3. Organic fertilizer preparing machine and equipment

6.

7.

8.

6.1. Sprinkler
Plant protection machinery
6.2. Pollination machine
and equipment
6.3. Seed sprayer with disinfectants
7.1. Center pivot irrigation system
Irrigation systems sets and 7.2. Drip and rainfed irrigation system
equipment
7.3. Drum irrigation system

Primary processing
equipment

8.1. Grain loader
8.2. Seed drying equipment
8.3. Shelled fruit cleaning machine
8.4. Machine for cleaning, sorting and calibrating of crops
and seeds
8.5. Machinery, equipment and devices for drying fruits,
tobacco, tea and other agricultural products
9.1. Milking equipment and units

9.

Equipment, machinery,
units and devices used in
livestock and poultry
farming

9.2. Sheep shearing units
9.3. Organic fertilizer separators
9.4. Organic waste treatment equipment for farm
9.5. Scratching brush
9.6. Animal keeping unit and equipment
9.7. Bird cages
9.8. Incubator sets

Machinery and equipment
used in feed production
and supply and feeding
process

10.1. Mower combine and machine
10.2. Combine and trailers used for the production of
haylage and silage
10.3. Rake
10.4. Machine for harvesting-pressing and covering press
with polyethylene coating

10.

10.5. Loader
10.6. Hay spreader and straw mixing equipment with side
harrow
10.7. Hanging, joining, and self-propelled crusher, mixer
and distributor
10.8. Fodder producing technological equipment
11.1. Agricultural drones, robotics and smart technological
equipment

11. Innovative equipment and
technological equipment

11.2. Innovative agricultural equipment and technological
machinery used in the projects of the Ministry of Agriculture

12.1. Refrigerator storage for fruit and vegetable and
Equipment used for
12. storage of agricultural
products

potatoes
12.2. Technological equipment for refrigerator storage
12.3. Equipment and refrigerators for keeping of animal
products

